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AURIC RUNESMITER ON MAGMADROTH
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MOV E

MISSILE WEAPONS

Range

Attacks

To Hit

To Wound

Rend

Damage

✹

Fyresteel Throwing Axe

8"

1

3+

4+

-

1

7

4+

SAV E

U N DS
WO

Sparks fly from the Runesmiter’s runic altar as he awakens the ur-gold runes of his Fyreslayer kin. It is his sacred duty to
see the spirit of Grimnir stirred from slumber within the lodge’s warriors – a task he carries out in the midst of raging
combat, smashing down foes with his latch-axe, or immolating them with the furnace breath of his Magmadroth.
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MELEE WEAPONS

Range

Attacks

To Hit

To Wound

Rend

Damage

Magmadroth’s Claws and Horns

1"

✹

4+

3+

-1

2

Latch-axe

1"

1

4+

3+

-

2

Runic Iron

1"

2

3+

4+

-

1

DAMAGE TABLE
Wounds Suffered

Move

3-5

10"

0-2

6-7

8-9

10+

DESCRIPTION

An Auric Runesmiter on Magmadroth
is a single model. The Runesmiter is
armed with a Latch-axe, and many also
carry Fyresteel Throwing Axes. Some
Runesmiters also fight with a Runic Iron,
while others bear a Forge Key – an ur-gold
artefact with both symbolic and mystical
power. He rides a great Magmadroth,
which swipes at prey with a Lashing Tail
and gouges them with its many Claws
and Horns.

ABILITIES

Roaring Fyrestream: Throwing back its
head, a Magmadroth can spew a wave of
flaming bile that sears through armour
as though it were wax. In your shooting
phase, pick an enemy unit within 15"
and roll a number of dice as shown on
the damage table above. If the result
is the same as or less than the number
of models in the unit, the unit suffers
D3 mortal wounds. If it is within 5" of
the Magmadroth it suffers D6 mortal
wounds instead.
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Lashing Tail: Magmadroths use their tails
to communicate with their kin, but also to
slaughter scores of lesser prey with a single
swipe. At the end of the combat phase, roll
a dice for each enemy unit within 3" of the
Magmadroth. If the result is less than the
number of models in the unit, it suffers D3
mortal wounds.
Volcanic Blood: Magmadroths pulse with
the heat of the volcanic caverns where
they make their homes. At the end of each
phase in which a Magmadroth suffered any
wounds, roll a dice for each unit within 3".
If the result is lower than the number of
wounds the Magmadroth suffered during
the phase, the unit is hit by a jet of fiery
blood and suffers D3 mortal wounds.
Fyreslayer units, experienced at fighting
alongside these beasts, only suffer wounds
if the result of the roll is 1.

2 dice

3

Runic Empowerment: In your hero phase,
a Runesmiter can raise his weapons and
intone a sonorous chant, infusing the
ur-gold runes set into the flesh of his
Fyreslayer kin with power. Pick a unit of
Fyreslayers within 10", or 20" if the
Runesmiter bears a Forge Key. Until your
next hero phase, you can re-roll failed
wound rolls for that unit.
Grand Ritual of Awakening: Once per
battle, the Runesmiter can consecrate a
small nugget of ur-gold over the runic
altar, then consume it to unleash a wave of
energy. Until your next hero phase, re-roll
failed wound rolls for Fyreslayer units
from your army whilst they are within 10"
of the Runesmiter.
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